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At the Drop of a Hat
Alices Adventures
Finn M’Coul, the hero of Irish mythology, is assigned a new case by his boss Viledark, a monstrous hoglike being and an
immortal shapeshifter. Together they run a private detective agency on Capitol Hill in modern-day Washington, D.C. A
retired general has hired them to find his missing nineteen-year-old son, who appears to be involved with a new drug.
Shotweed increases the male orgasm many times, in both duration and intensity, and is on the rise in the local gay
community. It is highly addictive and may be fatal, and it only works on gay men. Finn’s search leads him to a psychotic
supervillain who is unleashing deadly mischief for his own perverse entertainment. Drugs, monsters, and a man with a hook
stand in Finn’s way as he works to save a beautiful boy and others like him.

The Mad Hatter's Son
Lewis Carroll Born Charles Lutwidge Dodgson. (1832 – 1898) A famous English writer, mathematician, logician, and
photographer. Carroll’s most famous writings are Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, its sequel Through the Looking-Glass,
which includes the poem "Jabberwocky", and the poem The Hunting of the Snark, all examples of the genre of literary
nonsense. He is noted for his facility at word play, logic, and fantasy. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, first published in
1865, tells of a girl named Alice falling through a rabbit hole into a fantasy world populated by peculiar, anthropomorphic
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creatures. The tale plays with logic, giving the story lasting popularity with adults as well as with children. Its narrative
course and structure, characters and imagery have been enormously influential in both popular culture and literature,
especially in the fantasy genre.

Copy Cap Murder
A recluse has been shot right between the eyes as he stood looking out of his bedroom window. His neighbour, a
schoolteacher who is a pistol shot champion, admits she discovered the body and failed to report it. Is she guilty? The third
in the internationally acclaimed Amsterdam Cops series, finds Grijpstra, DeGier and their colleagues having to use all their
psychological acumen to solve the puzzle.

Mad Hatters and March Hares
When British hat manufacturer Christopher Brooke is arrested under Regulation 18B in June 1940 a slow process of personal
disintegration begins. Taking us into the pre-war political era of Ishiguro's Remains of the Day, Mad Hatter delves into the
lives of Britons, tracking them through a darkening time. Irish farm girl, Mary Byrne, arrives in England in July 1940 to work
as housekeeper for Cynthia Brooke and her three children, bonding with the family. When Mary is shockingly expelled from
the house upon Christopher's release, her narration continues through the mouth of 15-month-old Katie. Mad Hatter charts
the slow unravelling of a marriage as the story of the Brooke family moves inexorably to a tragic conclusion.

Death of a Mad Hatter
Amsterdam cops Henk Grijpstra and Rinus de Gier are together again in Maine, with de Gier believing that he may have
killed his girlfriend and being blackmailed and Grijpstra coming to his rescue

The Corpse on the Dike
For Scarlett Parker, part of the fun of living in London is celebrating the British holidays, and she s excited to share her first
Bonfire Night with her cousin Vivian Tremont. Invited to a posh party by their friend Harrison Wentworth, Scarlett and Viv
decide to promote their hat shop, Mim's Whims, by donning a few of their more outrageous creations. The hats prove to be
quite the conversation starters as the girls mix and mingle with the guests never suspecting that one of them is a killer.

Cloche and Dagger
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Terror and Liberalism
A philosophical examination of the War on Terror draws a parallel between Islamic extremism and political movements
throughout history, calling for a "new radicalism" to achieve a free world. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.

Death of a Nightingale
One in a milliner. Scarlett Parker and her British cousin, Vivian Tremont, are hard at work at Mim's Whims – their ladies' hat
shop on London's chic Portobello Road – to create hats for an Alice in Wonderland-themed afternoon tea, a fund-raiser for a
local children's hospital. It seems like a delightfully whimsical way to pass the hat, and Scarlett and Viv are thrilled to outfit
the Grisby family, the hosts who are hoping to raise enough money to name a new hospital wing after their patriarch.
Unfortunately, the Grisby heir will not live to see it – he's been poisoned. When traces of the poison are found on the hat
that Scarlett and Viv made for him, the police become curiouser and curiouser about their involvement. Now the ladies
need to don their thinking caps and find the tea party crasher who's mad enough to kill at the drop of a hat.

The Spectator
Descend into Madness Clara spent her whole life fighting in courtrooms for the downtrodden, the strange ones, the abused.
It's only natural that when a man with rabbit ears on his head comes to see her, she doesn't blink an eye until he opens a
portal and drags her to Wonderland. But this isn't the world she's read about at home. This world has been twisted,
poisoned by none other than the Red Queen. There's a prophecy, the only chance Wonderland has of survival. Clara is
foretold to defeat the Knave and claim the Hatter's heart. But there's a problem. The Hatter is insane and Wonderland is full
of unspeakable horrors. Death waits behind every tree. If the Beezles don't get you, the Bandersnatch will. Can Clara
embrace the madness and her destiny, or will the reign of the Red Queen continue? This isn't the Wonderland you
know**This is a Horror Romance retelling of Wonderland filled with all the creatures and characters you thought you knew.
It contains gore, adult themes, and a sexy Hatter. Each book in the series can be read as a stand-alone, although, it is
suggested to be read in order.

Catalogue of Books, Annotated and Arranged, and Provided by the Carnegie Library of
Pittsburgh for the Use of Th First Eight Grades in the Pittsburgh Schools
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From master anthologist Ellen Datlow comes an all-original of weird tales inspired by the strangeness of Lewis Carroll’s
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There. Between the hallucinogenic,
weird, imaginative wordplay and the brilliant mathematical puzzles and social satire, Alice has been read, enjoyed, and
savored by every generation since its publication. Datlow asked eighteen of the most brilliant and acclaimed writers
working today to dream up stories inspired by all the strange events and surreal characters found in Wonderland. Featuring
stories and poems from Seanan McGuire, Jane Yolen, Catherynne M. Valente, Delia Sherman, Genevieve Valentine, Priya
Sharma, Stephen Graham Jones, Richard Bowes, Jeffrey Ford, Angela Slatter, Andy Duncan, C.S.E. Cooney, Matthew Kressel,
Kris Dikeman, Jane Yolen, Kaaron Warren, Ysbeau Wilce, and Katherine Vaz. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Death of the Mad Hatter
When the hat they made for the Grisby family heir results in his death by poisoning at an Alice in Wonderland-themed
afternoon tea, Scarlett Parker and her British cousin, Vivian Tremont, investigate in order to clear their names.

A Dr. Fell Omnibus. Comprising the Mad Hatter Mystery, Death-watch, the Black Spectacular,
the Seat of the Scornful
When one of their customers is accused of killing her boss, London hat-shop owners Scarlett Parker and Vivian Tremont
must find the real murderer. Includes a 16-page teaser for Dark Chocolate Desire. By the New York Times best-selling
author of Death of a Mad Hatter. Original.

The Perfidious Parrot
BUY THIS BOOK TODAY READ A TALE OF HOPES BETRAYED CAN GOVERNMENTS OF THE LEFT BE TRUSTED? Have they badly
hurt many of the very people who trusted them with power? AND CAN GOVERNMENTS OF THE RIGHT BE EXCUSED? Travel
an amazing journey into political folly - in education, in particular, special education and now taking in the 2008 Credit
Crunch with more disturbing revelations. But it points a new way forward. A Play in a Book For theatre lovers, a real life
drama and a drama from real life. Tracy, a pupil with cystic fibrosis, tells the story of her school as it faces the bulldozer.
Why does Margaret, its head teacher, attempt to take her own life? Can her love with John Errington, the English teacher,
survive? Act 2 Scene 5 The Gift of Love. For parents of children with special needs, helping to end the stigma attaching to
special schools put about by those who thought that what was right for them was right for all. For music lovers, a music
lesson. How important is music in education, especially for children with special needs? And it has something to say in the
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age-old debate between people of faith and the people like Richard Dawkins. For students of politics, has power been
abused with individual differences ignored? Have egalitarian zealots highjacked racial, gender and religious equality to
promote social equality with disastrous consequences in education, culminating in the 2008 credit crunch? The evidence is
damning. For lawyers, academia and educationalists, an abattoir for a herd of sacred cows and a challenge they should not
ignore. For bureaucrats, a cautionary tale with some lessons they may want to learn. For the media, a journey of
exploration and discovery. If you have the appetite for it, theDeath of a NightingaleWebsite is just Tapas compared with the
Seven Course Table d'hôte meal that is this 260 page book, with Alice in Blunderland - The Mad Hattter's Committee
Meeting to entertain. A human story with a challenging interplay of fact, fiction, satire and commentary. It brings to life dryas-dust issues important in education and beyond it. Which is the wiser in education – Equality or Fair Play? How far does
declaring a “Right” provide the protection of “a Right”? Have we lost control of our own destiny? URGE YOUR FRIENDS TO
BUY THIS BOOK TOO Reviews of the play at the New End Theatre,London 2009 & 2011 BBC LONDON
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_kcMtZU6Iw “Compelling, controversial and confrontational” Len Parkin The Teacher “A
searing tale of a fight to save SEN school which drove head teacher to brink of suicide” Kerra Maddern, Times Educational
Supplement "A wonderful night, very moving — I learned about another world, which can be as cruel & cynical & as warmhearted & surprising as my own. Don't miss it, esp. if you're a human being. Miriam Margolyes A refreshingly
uncompromising and meaty piece I loved the emphasis on music and its power to heal and educate.Susan Elkin,The Stage
(2009) And representing those of an opposite disposition - the best evidence that the play hit the targetAlan Share's badly
written, didactic play - full of platitudes such as “Everyone can achieve something in life with a helping hand” - is more
preachy than pertinent. It is a kind of anti-theatre, virtually untouched by any attempt at direction.Public Service &
Commercial Union Editor and activist, Jonathan Lovett, The Stage (2011). Brian Attwood, Editor, The Stage, describes his
own reviewer on seeing some of his Tweets as "Yep, he's worse than Pol Pot." LET TRACY HAVE THE LAST WORD
HERE:Remember the little white dandelion heads blowing away in the wind Y'see I'm not just going to blow away in the
wind.

Mad Hatter
The Death and Life of Superman
In the fifth mystery in the New York Times bestselling Domestic Diva series, Sophie Winston is getting into the Halloween
spirit, but someone else is intent on mischief Sophie's decorations for a community haunted house are so good, it’s scary.
Not to be outdone, rival domestic diva Natasha is throwing a spooktacular Halloween party at her house. But when Sophie
arrives, she discovers one of Natasha’s guests dead in a hair-raising Halloween display, and a pale, fanged partygoer
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fleeing the scene. The cause of death is not immediately apparent, but the victim does have two puncture wounds on his
neck. While Sophie’s boyfriend, homicide detective Wolf, investigates, rumors start flying faster than witches on
broomsticks. Could the killer be a real vampire—the same one rumored to have lived in Sophie’s haunted house back when
it was a boardinghouse? Good thing a domestic diva never runs out of garlic Includes delicious recipes and entertaining
tips!

Copy Cap Murder
At the hand of an outrageous prankster, top hats are going missing all over London, snatched from the heads of some of
the city's most powerful people--but is the hat thief the same as the person responsible for stealing a lost story by Edgar
Allan Poe, the manuscript of which has just disappeared from the collection of Sir William Bitton? Unlike the manuscript, the
hats don't stay stolen for long, each one reappearing in unexpected and conspicuous places shortly after being taken: on
the top of a Trafalgar Square statue, hanging from a Scotland Yard lamppost, and now, in the foggy depths of the Tower of
London, on the head of a corpse with a crossbow bolt through the heart. Amateur detective and lexicographer Dr. Gideon
Fell is on the case, and when the dead man is identified as the nephew of the collector, he discovers that the connections
underlying the bizarre and puzzling crimes may be more intimate than initially expected.Reprinted for the first time in thirty
years, the second novel in the Dr. Gideon Fell series, which need not be read in any order, finds the iconic character
investigating one of the most extraordinary murders of his career. A baffling whodunnit with menace at every turn, The Mad
Hatter Mystery proves that Carr is the "unexcelled master of creepy erudition, swift-moving excitement and suspense
through atmosphere" (New York Times).

The Mad Hatter Mystery
The Myth: Alice was an ordinary girl who stepped through the looking glass and entered a fairy-tale world invented by Lewis
Carroll in his famous storybook. The Truth: Wonderland is real. Alyss Heart is the heir to the throne, until her murderous
aunt Redd steals the crown and kills Alyss? parents. To escape Redd, Alyss and her bodyguard, Hatter Madigan, must flee to
our world through the Pool of Tears. But in the pool Alyss and Hatter are separated. Lost and alone in Victorian London,
Alyss is befriended by an aspiring author to whom she tells the violent, heartbreaking story of her young life. Yet he gets
the story all wrong. Hatter Madigan knows the truth only too well, and he is searching every corner of our world to find the
lost princess and return her to Wonderland so she may battle Redd for her rightful place as the Queen of Hearts.

Just a Corpse at Twilight
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On November 18, 1992, news of Superman's death shocked the world as the legendary Man of Steel was killed defending
Metropolis from the monster called Doomsday. Here at last is the dramatic stroy behind the best-selling comic book of all
time: the fates of Clark Kent, Lois Lane, Ma and Pa Kent, the Justice League, and the reign of the four superbeings who
mysteriously appeared after Superman's funeral, each claiming to be the real Last Son of Krypton. And finally, here is the
complete, incredible story of Superman's triumphant return! In this thrilling novel, Roger Stern (a veteran writer of
Superman in Action Comics) chronicles the most amazing comeback in comic book history - told with more gripping detail
and background than ever before.

On Borrowed Time
At the Drop of a Hat
The New York Times bestselling Cupcake Bakery Mysteries bake up sweet surprises, but as the series continues, Mel and
Angie are in for a fresh batch of trouble… Scottsdale, Arizona, may not be the liveliest place on earth, but it’s never been as
dead as this. Hundreds of fans have gathered together for the first annual Old Town Zombie Walk, and Mel, Angie, and the
Fairy Tale Cupcake crew are donning their best undead attire to sell some horror-themed desserts to the hungry hordes.
But the fun turns to fright when Mel finds a real dead body in a prop casket outside of the bakery’s truck—and the corpse
looks alarmingly like a zombie of their own. Knowing that Joe, Angie’s brother and Mel’s former flame, has been working on
a dangerous mob case, Mel worries that the murder is a hit gone wrong and that someone near and dear was the real
target. To keep any of her friends from winding up six feet under, Mel will do whatever it takes to find a killer—no matter
how scary things get INCLUDES RECIPES

The Reaper
Amsterdam is normally sedate but today there is a riot. The body of the King' of a local street market is found in a room in
his house, his head bashed in, there are only two suspects: his lovely sister or the boarder. Which one is the killer? Grijpstra
and DeGier must discover the murderer's identity before another crime is committed. The fourth in the Amsterdam Cops
series.'

Murder and the Mad Hatter
When sleazy talent agent Lemon B. Crenshaw entangles Brenda Midnight in a complex legal bind, the milliner and amateur
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sleuth decides to get even by stealing his beloved brassiere collection, only to find herself the prime suspect in his murder.
Original.

Dark Chocolate Demise
Ready for a new twist on an old fairytaleHow far down the rabbit hole would you fall before you found the perfect
Alice?What if when you land instead of a Wonderland, it's an obsession you can't cure*This is a dark fairytale*Warning: may
contain triggers, intended for a mature audience 18+

A Dr. Fell Omnibus
Sugar and spice and murderous vice. That’s what pageants are made of… Normally Melanie Cooper and Angie DeLaura
wouldn’t be caught dead at a beauty pageant, but when Mel’s mom asks them to provide cupcakes for the seventy-fifth
annual Sweet Tiara contest as a favor for her best friend, they can’t say no. Plus, between cooking up a daily display for the
three-day event and sponsoring a cupcake creation challenge for the participants, Fairy Tale Cupcakes will get great
publicity. But the world of pageants is even hotter than Mel’s kitchen. A high-strung judge and a pushy stage mom target
Lupe, a young friend of Mel and Angie’s, at the competition and aim to take her out—by any means necessary. When the
same judge shows up dead underneath Mel and Angie’s cupcake display, Lupe is crowned the lead suspect. Now Mel and
Angie will have to find the real killer quickly or Lupe may be strutting the catwalk in prison pinstripes…

The House Sitter
New York Times bestselling author Jenn McKinlay's beloved Hat Shop duo Scarlett Parker and Vivian Tremont return to don
their sleuthing caps and solve a murder that's death in show. London's most refined canines and their humans are gearing
up for the Pets and Wellness Society's annual dog show--and Betty Wentworth, favorite aunt to Scarlett's fiancé Harrison
and proud owner of corgi front-runner Freddy, knows that this could be their year with the right edge. Never one to turn
away a corgi in need, Scarlett convinces her milliner cousin, Vivian, to design matching hats for dream team Betty and
Freddy as they compete for Best in Show. It's a tail wagging good time until the dog-food sponsor of the event is found dead
and Betty is the prime suspect. Vivian and Scarlett agree to enter the competition in Betty's place and help Harrison catch
the real killer before Betty is collared for a crime she didn't commit.

Philosopher of the Heart
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Blackmailed into investigating the hijacking of a supertanker, Grijpstra, de Gier, and the commissaries journey to Key West
and to the former Dutch colonies of Aruba and St. Eustatius in search of the missing oil and the criminals responsible for the
crime

Mad Hatter's Holiday
The Mad Hatter's Son is a gripping tale of love, friendship, betrayal, and unexpected twists and turns that leave you unable
to pull away. Annie Collins is an OR nurse who is used to caring for others-both inside the operating room, and in her own
personal life. So it isn't a surprise when she is drawn-albeit unwillingly-into the chaos that is her long-time friend Libby
Crowder's life. The friendship between Annie and Libby began deteriorating after Libby met the cold and wealthy Edward
Matheisen, and quickly ended after she married him. It's been four years since Annie and Libby parted ways. But now she's
back and seeking Annie's help. With puzzling symptoms and a plea for help, Annie can't help but wonder: Is Libby really ill
or is there more to the story than what Libby is saying? Annie's suspicions heighten when Libby's close friend is severely
beaten and dies. Faced with Libby's own apparent suicide, Annie is beside herself with guilt and unable to stop asking
questions to uncover the truth. But the answers to these questions don't come without a price. Annie finds herself drawn
into a life that has derailed, and pursuing the mystery of Libby's illness threatens to derail her own life as well. Friends
change, love betrays, and the end results are never what you anticipate.

Death of a Hawker
One of Popsugar’s Best New Books for Summer 2020 A thirty-year-old woman retraces her gap year through Ireland,
France, and Italy to find love—and herself—in this hilarious and heartfelt novel. It's been seven years since Chelsea Martin
embarked on her yearlong postcollege European adventure. Since then, she's lost her mother to cancer and watched her
sister marry twice, while Chelsea's thrown herself into work, becoming one of the most talented fundraisers for the
American Cancer Coalition, and with the exception of one annoyingly competent coworker, Jason Knightley, her status as
most successful moneymaker is unquestioned. When her introverted mathematician father announces he's getting
remarried, Chelsea is forced to acknowledge that her life stopped after her mother died and that the last time she can
remember being happy, in love, or enjoying her life was on her year abroad. Inspired to retrace her steps—to find Colin in
Ireland, Jean Claude in France, and Marcelino in Italy—Chelsea hopes that one of these three men who stole her heart so
many years ago can help her find it again. From the start of her journey nothing goes as planned, but as Chelsea
reconnects with her old self, she also finds love in the very last place she expected.

Hatter and His Alice
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If the king loses his head, then the Queen with a Bleeding Heart would rule the Red Court until Time ceased to move
forward. When a second carried on for infinity, every creature in Wonderland would tip their Hat to the misfit girl with a
Boy’s name (or was it a boy with a Girl’s name?) who’d end the Reign of Terror. However, it all hinged on the One-Eyed
Hare being able to convince an uninspirable Heir that the impossible was indeed possible—like stopping time—and that
Love was worth a Beheading. Heads would Roll Hearts would Break In the end, would it matter who Reigned?

Buried to the Brim
The New York Times bestselling author of At the Drop of a Hat returns to her London hat shop with a fresh tale of milliners
and murder. For Scarlett Parker, part of the fun of living in London is celebrating the British holidays, and she’s excited to
share her first Bonfire Night with her cousin Vivian Tremont. Invited to a posh party by their friend Harrison Wentworth,
Scarlett and Viv decide to promote their hat shop, Mim’s Whims, by donning a few of their more outrageous creations. The
hats prove to be quite the conversation starters as the girls mix and mingle with the guests—never suspecting that one of
them is a killer. It’s a cold, clear night, perfect for the British tradition of tossing a straw stuffed effigy of Guy Fawkes, traitor
to the crown, onto the bonfire. But instead of a straw man, they realize in the heat of the moment that the would-be Guy
Fawkes is actually Harrison’s office rival and he’s been murdered. Before the smoke has cleared, Harrison is the
Metropolitan police’s prime suspect, and Scarlett and Vivian must find the real homicidal hothead before their dear friend’s
life goes up in flames.

Death of a Mad Hatter
In this mystery, Detective Peter Diamond investigates why a top profiler for the National Crime Faculty has been strangled
to death and why the NCF is thwarting his attempts to catch her killer. Reprint.

Death By Sin
“[A] gem, catching to perfection the social atmospherics of Victorian Brighton and at the same time telling an ingenious
story of murder and discovery.”—Publishers Weekly “His best yet.”—H. R. F. Keating, The Times (London) “The sleuthing is
neat and satisfying: in the meantime, Victorian pleasures, permitted and illicit, are rendered up with gusto.”—Guardian
Brighton in 1882 is the setting of this novel of crime and tangled emotions. Albert Moscrop, a visitor whose holiday is
dedicated to peering through a telescope at the seaside scene, marches down Queen’s Road to the beach and draws us
through a sequence of disarmingly trivial observations into a compelling drama, played in the fashionable haunts of the
nineteenth-century resort: beach, piers, promenade, swimming bath, aquarium, and Devil’s Dyke. A keen student of human
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nature, Moscrop concentrates his interest on one particular family of holidaymakers—the Protheros, and especially the
beautiful Zena Prothero, whose husband appears to take her excessively for granted. Gradually Moscrop moves into the
circle of the Prothero family, only to become involved in a sensational murder. All Brighton is horrified by the gruesome
crime. The local police seek the help of Scotland Yard, which is provided in the persons of Sergeant Cribb and Constable
Thackeray. These indomitable detectives soon find themselves challenged by the strangest case of their careers, one that is
as mystifying as it is macabre.

Paris Is Always a Good Idea
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Library Lover’s Mysteries and Death of a Mad Hatter comes a tale of hat
shop owners who put a cap on crime. MURDER CAN BE SO OLD HAT Cousins Scarlett Parker and Vivian Tremont’s
fashionable London hat shop, Mim’s Whims, is visited by a new customer bearing an old hat box. Ariana Jackson is getting
married and wants to restore her mother’s bridal hat and veil for the occasion. The elegant item was made by Scarlett and
Vivian’s grandmother over thirty years ago, so Viv is delighted to take the job. When Scarlett goes to Ariana's office to
consult about the restoration cost, she finds her outside, standing over her boss’s dead body. Though Ariana claims to know
nothing about his demise, the investigation unveils a motive for murder. Now, with the bride-to-be in custody and the
wedding on hold, Scarlett and Viv must find the real killer before Ariana's future is boxed up for good.

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Philosopher of the Heart is the groundbreaking biography of renowned existentialist Søren Kierkegaard’s life and creativity,
and a searching exploration of how to be a human being in the world. Søren Kierkegaard is one of the most passionate and
challenging of all modern philosophers, and is often regarded as the founder of existentialism. Over about a decade in the
1840s and 1850s, writings poured from his pen pursuing the question of existence—how to be a human being in the
world?—while exploring the possibilities of Christianity and confronting the failures of its institutional manifestation around
him. Much of his creativity sprang from his relationship with the young woman whom he promised to marry, then left to
devote himself to writing, a relationship which remained decisive for the rest of his life. He deliberately lived in the swim of
human life in Copenhagen, but alone, and died exhausted in 1855 at the age of 42, bequeathing his remarkable writings to
his erstwhile fiancée. Clare Carlisle’s innovative and moving biography writes Kierkegaard’s life as far as possible from his
own perspective, to convey what it was like actually being this Socrates of Christendom—as he put it, living life forwards yet
only understanding it backwards.

Mad As a Hatter
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The New York Times bestselling Library Lover's mysteries continue with a hot new case Loving a good cup of coffee runs in
the family for Briar Creek library director Lindsey Norris. But when her brother, Jack, a consultant for a coffee company,
goes missing, her favorite beverage becomes a key clue in a dangerous mystery. Between preparing the library for the
holidays and juggling the affections of ex-boyfriend, Captain Mike Sullivan, and her new crush, actor Robbie Vine, Lindsey
has her hands full. But the mysterious disappearance of her world-traveling playboy brother takes precedence over all.
Afraid that involving the police could brew trouble for Jack, Lindsey takes matters into her own hands. But as her quest for
her brother embroils her in a strange case involving South American business dealings and an enigmatic and exotic woman,
it’ll take the help of both her library book club—the crafternooners—and her eager-to-please suitors to keep Jack from
ending up in hot water… INCLUDES READING GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS From the Paperback edition.

The Looking Glass Wars
An all-new series from New York Times bestselling author Jenn McKinlay Not only is Scarlett Parker’s love life in the loo—as
her British cousin Vivian Tremont would say—it’s also gone viral with an embarrassing video. So when Viv suggests Scarlett
leave Florida to lay low in London, she hops on the next plane across the pond. Viv is the proprietor of Mims’s Whims, a
ladies’ hat shop on Portobello Road bequeathed to both cousins by their beloved grandmother, and she wants Scarlett to
finally join her in the millinery business. But a few surprises await Scarlett in London. First, she is met at the airport not by
Viv, but by her handsome business manager, Harrison Wentworth. Second, Viv—who has some whims of her own—seems to
be missing. No one is too concerned about the unpredictable Viv until one of her posh clients is found dead wearing the
cloche hat Viv made for her—and nothing else. Is Scarlett’s cousin in trouble? Or is she in hiding?

Sugar and Iced
A dark, delicious tale of a popular village cleric who has no conscience.

The Diva Haunts the House
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